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1- English is the language of globalization, and its effect on the world is growing with
every passing day, but sometimes teachers of English at the university, make a mistake
by using GE while teaching intermediate students, while ESP is more suitable for them.

I- What is meant by GE? provide a brief explanation.
II- State 4 characteristics of both GE and ESP to show the difference between them both.

2- Circuit symbols are used in circuit diagrams which show how a circuit is connected
together. To draw and build a circuit, students must be aware of "circuit symbols".

I- Match: the component with the correct function and circuit symbol.

Cell A safety device which will 'blow' 
fmelt) if the current flowing

through it exceeds a specified value.

Fuse A transducer converting electrical energy to mechanical energy
by pulling on something magnetically.

Heater Supplies electrical energy.

Coil A transducer which converts electrical energy to heat.
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3- In your adult life you will have to make oral presentations on a regular basis, or at
least from time to time. The process of an oral presentation consists of: planning,
preparing and delivering.

I- Chose one correct answer :
Planning deals with :

o determining the purpose,
o preparing an outline.
o moving smoothly

Preparing deals with :
o analyzing the audience
o having one main idea and expanding it by collecting data.
o speaking loudly

Delivering deals with :
o maintaining a positive body language
o preparing an outline
o determining the purpose

\Mhile dealingwith your audience, you should:
o dismiss them
o be arrogant
o be empathic



4- The language of questions is the necessary guideline to the answer, knowing words

that indicate quesilôns provides a better understanding of the task as a whole; and thus

a better performance.

I- Mention 2 words that indicate: sequence questions, classification questions; with a

simple definition.

5- A Curriculum vitae is the first image you present to an employer, neatness and

straightforwardness should be taken into account'

I- What does a CV include in general?
II- Chose one correct answer :
Under the category of "personal information", you should include:

o work history
o name
o date of birth

under the category of "contact information", you should include:

o telephone number
o spouse's name
o publications

Under ihe category of "employment history", you should include:

o computer skills
o research and training
o nationalitY

III- What does "professional membership" mean ? (in a CV)

,, Be not afraid of greatness, Some are born greal some achieve gre^tness, qnd some

have greatness thrust upon them, " William Shakespeare'
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1- I- (3pts)
GE : General English is defined as the name implies, simply: English used by a layman in
a continuous discourse lpt (other TOGICAL answers MAY be accepted)
II- Four of the following characters can be accepted 0.2Spt each:

GE : 1-. Basic, simple, elementary and fundamental, it is the platform of any
further English.
2. It deals with the basic knowledge of skills of English and thus improving
these skills: Reading, writing, listening and speaking.
3. It targets spelling grammar, pronunciation (spelling mistakes, grammar
rules, correct phonetic pronunciation ...).
4. Vague and indefinite.
5. Made for beginners (people who have no prior knowledge of English)
6. Its program is topical [the teacher deals with each topic by itself)
ESP: 1-. Advanced, complex, developed.
2. Based on the learner's requirements [to communicate or to perform job-
related functions ...)
3. It has a particular use of vocabulary fvocabulary of tourism = /= vocabulary of
anthropology ...)
4. Designed for intermediate students (usually adults who already have an
acquaintance with English)
5. Learner-centered (considering his needs, goals ...)
6. Done through a process of needs analysis (the triangulation composed of: a
questionnaire, an interview and observations)

2- I-(apts)
Matching the component with the function and the circuit symbol : 1pt each

Cell A safety device which will 'blow' 
[melt) if the current flowing

Fuse

through it exceeds a specified value"--______ 
,rffi

A transducer converting electrical energy tdmechan ical energ/
by pulling on something magnetically.

Heater Supplies electrical energy

Coil A transducer which converts electrical energy to heat.

3- I- (4pts)
Planning deals with :

o determining the purpose. y' Lpt
o preparing an outline.
o moving smoothly

Preparing deals with :
o analyzing the audience
o having one main idea and expanding it by collecting data. r' Lpt
o speaking loudly



Delivering deals with :
o maintaining a positive body language r' Lpt
o preparing an outline
o determining the purpose

While dealing with your audience, you should :
o dismiss them
o be arrogant
o be empathic ( Lpt

4- I- (4pts)
Two words indicating sequence questions and classification questions with simple
definitions : fother LOGICAL answers MAY be acceotedl
L word for 0.5pt

5- I- 4pts
A CV, includes a summary of your educational and academic backgrounds as well as
teaching and research experience, publications, presentations, awards, honours and
ffiliations. 0.5pt (other TOGICAL answers MAY be accepted)
II- Under the category of "personal information", you should include:

o work history
o name
o date of birth / lpt

Under the category of "contact information", you should include:
o telephone number r' tpt
o spouse's name
o publications

Under the category of "employment history", you should include:
o computer skills
o research and training r' tpt
o nationality

III- Professional membership means whether the job applicant or the candidate is a
member in a group, a club or an association that has a link with the desired job. 0.5pt
(other LOGICAL answers MAY be acceptedJ

L definition for 0.5nt
Sequence Questions Classification Questions

Trace : find or describe the origin and the
development of something.
Describe : give a detailed account of
something in words.
Explain : make an idea or a situation clear
by describing it in more details and
relevant facts.
Summerize : give a brief statement of the
main ooints of somethine.

Identify : establish or indicate who or
what someone or something is.
What kind : character or nature.
What type : category, sort.

+1pt for a well organized exam paper.


